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Vidéo Forever « Love Stories » 
Istanbul - 7 janvier 2017 
 
Love Stories. 
 
 
 
What is « Love » ? The response by the dictionary is this one : 
 
« Inclination d'une personne pour une autre, de caractère 

passionnel et/ou sexuel » 
 
 
 
First think to say, of course. The representation of Love is very 

ancient, maybe as ancient as the civilization. 
 
It seems absolutely normal, due to the fact that love is a very 

important thing, a very pregnant affair, very complicated in general 
– not a peaceful devotion of one person to another one but the 
most of time a germ for conflicts, even for war. Here in Istanbul 
we’re close to the Mediterranean Sea, the Egean Seen and Troya, 
we can’t forget that the old War of Troya, which had a duration of 
ten years, began because of the love of Pâris for Helene, the 
Agamemnon’s wife. 
 
The first representations of Love exist not exactly since the 

artistic images are existing but they appear surely with the low 
neolithics period. Where? In Mesopotamia, in Pharaonic Egypt : 
see for instance the famous egyptian portrait of Akhenaton, a 
pharaoh who changed the religion during his reign, twelve 
centuries before Christ and eighteen centuries before 
Muhammad-Mehmet. Here, we can see Amenophis the fourth, 
renamed Akhenaton, the so called (if we translate) « the one who 
is fond of the Sun, who adores, who worships the Sun », with his 
wife and his children under the rays of the Sun, his new idol and 
divinity. This simple and nearly natural portrait is containing both 
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three kinds of love, the love between adults, the love of the 
parents for the children and inversely and last but not least the 
love of God. 
 
 
All the human myths are plenty of love stories, especially and 

first betwen gods and goddesses or princes and princesses. Just 
remember the very numerous love stories of Zeus, the greek god 
and the master of the Olympus. Or the love story between 
Lancelot and Guenièvre, the wife of the King Arthur. Or the poor 
love destiny of the sultan Abdourrahman in the ottoman novel Cid 
al Battal. While he is conquering and winning one greek city, 
Adbourrahman is killed by a stone thrown by the daughter of the 
governor of this city. A stone around which is tied a love letter… 
 
As you know, love as it is presented by ancient or more recent 

mythologies is rarely or never a simple affair. There are always 
competitions for love, threats, jealousy or morbid jealousy, 
conspirations, strategic metamorphosis which permit the love 
stories to appear and to develop themselves, for this main 
reason : if Love understand as an idea is pure, gods and 
goddesses in love and women and men in love as them are for 
their part not raisonible, not wise, not good. The consequence is 
the not normal situation of Love, the fact that love has few 
opportunities to appear as a logical way to connect lovers. At the 
contrary, love presents itself more often as this extreme 
opportunity where tensions are more numerous than the moments 
of rest or of peace, where the violence overcomes the wiseness, 
where the crisis is dominant related to the principle of the normal 
agreement between persons. Remember the Medea’s madness, 
who killed their two children to get her vengeance against her 
former lover, Jason. First the pleasures of love, and then the 
punishment. As if to be in love is immediately and automaticaly to 
front a next danger. As if Eros’ coming is like the equivalent of 
Thanatos’ coming, in a inevitable risky or broken chronology. 
Just one comment. What is our impression concerning love and 

human relations ? Maybe this one : this only triumph of peaceful 
love could be this specific love which is illustrated by the funeral 
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art, especially on the etruscan graves or roman altar. Here, at 
least, we may see couples united in the death as they have been 
united during their common life. What to understand ? This truth, I 
fear : only the death gets the power to make peace between 
lovers, death is always the good solution to make love tensions 
stop. Romeo and Juliette can’t love freely themselves on this 
earth? No problem, the death is the solution, their death is the 
comfortable future of their love. Death, as the myths mean, is 
always gathering the pure lovers. Love is permitted at this only 
condition: to escape the territory of life, which is the territory of the 
impossible or of the unperfect love. 
 
You know that this very morbid and insane conception of love is 

soon moving, during the modern history, towards other 
conceptions of love. The accent, at a moment, is put on the 
question of sexuality as a superior form of love, as we can see in 
some roman frescoes, in the illustrations of the Kama-Soutra, in 
novels by D. H. Lawrence or more recently in the snapshots of 
photographers as Larry Clark or Nan Goldin. About 
heterosexuality as homosexuality loving as both and as equal. 
The accent, as we approach the modern times, is put also on the 
lightness of love, on the libertinage : love as a play, as a game. 
The accent, in other times, is put on love as a form of mental 
disesase, as love is supposed to be et to act in the 
psychanalytical frame defined by Sigmund Freud, for whom love 
was first a development of the unique form of love which is 
interesting us which is and prevalent for us, the love of self, the 
narcissism. And so on. What remains is this impression, in a 
conceptual way : love is a soft concept, a flexible concept, we live 
it but we never understand it clearly or completely. 
 
This difficulty to understand what is exactly love explains the high 

production of images created to say it, to demarcate it, to show it, 
to live it. One thing at least is sure : love is a power, no discussion 
about. What is not the least interesting in this affair, it is the fact 
that love is sometimes considered by some traditions as the 
creator of the images, as the first engine which power is making 
images.  Let me recall you now, to finish this introduction, the very 
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famous greek ancient myth of Dibutades. Pline, in his Naturel 
History, tells that the first image created by an human being of 
another human being was done by Dibutates, a women in love. 
With a charcoal stick, Dibutates draws on a wall the limits of the 
head of her lover as it is delimitated by the shadow coming from 
the fire burning close to him. Her lover has to quit her soon. To 
create the image is a way to keep him alive in the souvenir. To 
create the image is a way also to keep love. This example is what 
it is, just a myth, but it learns to us this important lesson: love and 
images have the same substance, the one of the empreinte – the 
print, the track, the mark. To love, to make images of it is to make 
our body more present, more alive, more sure to be. 
 


